MERCURY ACCESSORIES

- ADJUSTABLE HANDLE. This original handle with line length adjustment and still the best.
- SCALE TYPE SPONGE RUBBER WHEELS. Spoked hubs. Tyres will not come off.
- GLASS HEADED PINS. Bubble pack holding approx 100.
- NATO PILOTS. Hand painted authentic scale models. Inusble cockpit bubble pack.
- COCKPIT COVERS. Tornado, Messerschmitt, Spitfire, Mustang, Hawker.
- TRANSFERS. For scale models. As supplied in Mercury kits.
- F.R. ELEVATOR HORN.
- F.R. TAILWHEEL BRACKET AND ELEVATOR HORN.
- HANDBY SPANNER. Fits any hexagon nut 5/16" across the flats including most glowplugs.

MERCURY FUELS

All our fuels are now available in cans both 1 pint and pint sizes. Backed as they are by fourteen years of experience in producing fuels for every type of engine they are unequalled for quality and consistency. Mercury fuels are blended from CASTROL the world’s finest motor oil. As in the motor racing world so it is in the world of competitive modelling. Castrol is the oil chosen by the champions.

- R.D. Racing diesel with Castrol “M” castor oil base. For all ball bearing motors. Specially recommended for Clivers and similar motors.

MERCURY FUEL TANKS

- MERCURY MINIPAX: NATO PILOT TRANSFER
- LIGHTNING TRANSFER
- MUSTANG TRANSFER
- SPITFIRE TRANSFER

MERCURY Hydroplane

A robust marine model of ply and balsa construction with stepped hull for diesels 0.5-1.5 ccs. Very easy to build from fully prefabricated kit. Can be tackled by a beginner with confidence.
CONTROL LINE

CRUSADER
The most advanced stunt model available in kit form today. For 29 and 35 glowmotors. Completely prefabricated kit of advanced aerodynamic and structural design. Coupled flaps and elevators. Wing area 630 sq. ins. Span 58'. A really beautiful model.

WASP
Lightweight 19" span stunt model for diesels (0.5-0.87 cc or 0.49 cc in glowmotors. Area 76 sq. ins.

MARVIN
A semi-scale cabin stunt model for 1-1.5 cc diesels. Coupled flaps and elevators. Wing area 175 sq. ins.

NEW JUNIOR MONITOR
A stunt model for 2.5 cc engines. Fully prefabricated kit. Span 32'. Wing area 167 sq. ins.

MAMBA
Stunt trainer for the beginner. Prefabricated kit with ultra short building time. Span 40 1/2". Wing area 355 sq. ins.

THE MERCURY "MASTERBILD" SERIES
A series of prefabricated kits of world-famous fighter aircraft of World War II. Each kit is as prefabricated as possible and of solid and durable construction.

SPITFIRE
Mel109 P.51 MUSTANG

MERCURY KITS

MIDGE
Speed model for diesels 1-1.5 cc. One-time British record holder. A very economical high-performance model.

MAC
A solid balsa construction throughout and completely prefabricated. For diesels 1-1.5 cc.

MA TEAM RACER
A solid balsa team racer to the old specification still appeals to the junior modeller because it is so easy to build and fly. For 2.5 cc diesels.

MAGNA
38" span cabin model of pleasing lines for diesels of 0.5 to 0.9 cc or 0.49 cc in glowmotors.

FREE FLIGHT POWER

TIGER MOTH
For diesels 0.5-0.7 cc or 0.49 cc in glowmotors. 33" wingspan.

MATADOR
Cabin model of conventional construction for diesels of 1 cc to 3.5 cc. For either free-flight or radio-control. Exhibited only National Model winner 1957 and still a firm favourite. Span 47".

AERONCA SEDAN
This beautiful scale model of a famous light aircraft is the perfect model for sport flying with the rubber or radio-control. Looks like the real thing in the air. For diesels 1.5-2.5 cc. Span 65".

GALAHAD
Low wing cabin model designed for radio-control with 1.5 cc to 2.5 cc. Motors. Has been the winner of many contests flown by designer Frank Knowles. Span 54".

WIZARD
Easy to build 32" span model for 0.49 and similar motors. Has a fine flying performance. Ideal for beginners.

RUBBER POWERED

MISTRAL
Easy to build rubber powered models of similar appearance and construction. The Mistral has a 24" wing span and the Sirocco a span of 32". Both kits have die cut parts.

SIROCCO

GLIDERS

MAGPIE
24" span beginner's glider. With its simple clear plan, straightforward construction and excellent flying capabilities, this is a firm favourite for the junior modeller.

GREBE
42" span lightweight glider suitable for unrestricted contests. Very good on the tow line. Simple construction.

SWAN
49" span tailplane of very robust construction, which can easily be adapted to lightweight single-channel radio control.

3-FOOTER
40" span intermediate glider with cabin type fuselage. A sound tow-line trainer with an excellent performance.

MARAUDER
65" tailplane to A2 specification. A contest model for the advanced flyer. Capable of consistent maximum flights.

THE MERCURY "MASTERBILD" SERIES
A series of prefabricated kits of world-famous fighter aircraft of World War II. Each kit is as prefabricated as possible and of solid and durable construction.

SPITFIRE
Mel109 P.51 MUSTANG

Gnome
12" span pod and boom glider. One step up from the Magpie.

MARTIN
40" span intermediate glider with cabin type fuselage. A sound tow-line trainer with an excellent performance.

GLEBE
42" span lightweight glider suitable for unrestricted contests. Very good on the tow line. Simple construction.

3-FOOTER
40" span intermediate glider with cabin type fuselage. A sound tow-line trainer with an excellent performance.

MARAUDER
65" tailplane to A2 specification. A contest model for the advanced flyer. Capable of consistent maximum flights.